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Brown-Gitler spectra BP(2) 
In [ 11, Brown and Gitler constructed certain spectra B(k) with the property that 
H*B(k) = A/Z, for certain ideals Zk over the Steenrod algebra A. In [6], Goerss, 
Jones and Mahowald constructed what they called generalized Brown-Gitler spectra 
at BP(l), written BP{ l)k, with the property that H*BP(l)k = A/Z, +J, where J, is 
the ideal with the property that H*BP( 1) = A/J,. This paper is devoted to construct- 
ing Brown-Gitler spectra at BP(2) with H*BP(2)k = A/Z, + J, where H”BP(2) = 
A/J,. 
Although the original Brown-Gitler spectra have been put to a variety of uses in 
homotopy theory, the applications of generalized Brown-Gitler spectra have been 
restricted to splittings of bo A bo (see [9]), BP(l) A BP(l) (see [7]), and BP(l) A BP(n) 
(see [S]). In fact if J, is an ideal satisfying H*BP(n)= A/J,, (one should interpret 
BP(-1) as HP/p, BP(O) as HZ;, and J-, as the empty set), then H*(BP(n) A BP(n)) = 
@ka” z 2cp-“kH*Bp( n)@A/z, + J,, and one hopes to be able to realize A/Z, + J, as 
the mod p cohomology of a spectrum BP(n)k and then realize this as a splitting of 
spectra. This is the motivation for constructing BP(2)k. 
Having fixed k, the first task is to construct an acyclic resolution of A/ Zk + J,,. 
A/Zk+J,cD,“--,D;cD~c.... Brown and Gitler [l] used the lambda algebra 
to produce the corresponding resolution; Goerss, Jones and Mahowald [6] used a 
modification of the lambda algebra. The appropriate modification for BP(2) is 
apparent in [6] and little will be said here about the details needed to get the acyclic 
resolution, 
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Along with this, one wants to have the resolution realized by maps of spectra, 
K,“- do HK;n,~‘K;+.... 
Since in [l] the resolution was free over the Steenrod algebra, they got the maps 
of spectra for free. This was not the case in either [6] or this paper. In our resolution 
the first three terms are direct sums of suspensions of H*BP(2), H*BP(l) and 
H*HZE; respectively. The only new constructions needed are maps 
S’ : BP(2) -+ ~2(p-“BP( 1) with the property that in cohomology S’*( 1) = ,Y( P’), 
where 1 and x( P’) represent their respective equivalence classes in A/J, and A/ J2. 
This is a consequence of the fact that the Adams spectral sequence for [BP(2), 
BP(l)] collapses to its E2 term, as proved in [8]. 
Conceptually, the next step would be to construct a tower of spectra with the 
following properties. 
Theorem A. For any n between -1 and 2 there is a tower of spectra 
X Y+l A x, --_, . * . ---z x, PO x0 
with the property that 
(a) there are maps e, :X, * E Ki,, where Kl,, are the spectra mentioned in the 
previous paragraph, 
(b) X,,=K,“=BP(n),e,=d,, 
(c) K;,, 2 X,,, &X$+EKn q+1, 
is a cojiber sequence (dejning iq+,), 
(d) e,i, = d,, i0 = Id, 
(e) For any CW complex Z, the induced map of homology theories 
e~:(Xq),,,Z+(K~+,),Ziszeroform~2p(k+1)-1 andqsn. 
This was proved in [6] for -1 s n 6 1 (one should identify BP{-1) with HZ/p and 
BP(O) with HZ;). Given Theorem A, the BP(2)k are defined to be the homotopy 
inverse limit of the X, tower in the theorem when n = 2. 
Theorem B. For each k 2 0 and prime p, there is a p-complete spectrum BP(2)k and a 
map w: BP(2)k -+ BP(2) such that 
(a) H*BP(2)k = A/A{@, /3P’/?Pp”, xP’ Ij > k} = A/ Ik + J2 
(b) {Im w*: BP(2)kZ * BP(2),Z} c (-)j>k ker Si,. 
If Z is a CW complex with HZ$Z an IF, vector space and m s 2p( k + 1) - 1 then 
Im w.+ is alI of nJ>k ker S!+. 
Partial Proof. To prove part (a), apply H” to the tower of fibrations in Theorem 
A. The spectral sequence associated to the unravelled exact couple converges to 
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H*holim,X, = H*BP(2)k and has E i, * = H”K~=D~. Since O+A/I,+J,+ 
D;+-D:t... was an acyclic resolution, the E2 term of this spectral sequence has 
Ei=Coker H*dO and Ef= 0 for i3 1. Thus H*BP(2)k is as claimed in (a). 
The map w: BP(2)k + BP(2) is just 
BP(2)k = holim,Xq -+ X0 = BP(2) 
which can be factored as 
BP(2)k + X, - JJ’ BP(2). 
Since 
X, + BP(2) - “‘,“’ Uj>k 12(P_i)l BP(l)=EK; 
is a cofibration we get the first part of assertion (b). The proof of the last part of 
(b) requires some knowledge of how Theorem A is proved and will appear in 
Section 3. 
Finally taking the tower of fibrations created in Theorem A, smashing with any 
spectrum Y and taking stable homotopy gives a spectral sequence converging to 
BP(n): Y with 
E;,,(YABP(~))=(K:),_,Y=~~,_,(K,A Y). 
When n = 0 or -1 and Y is the suspension spectrum of a space then part (e) of 
Theorem A implies that 
E~,,(YABP(~))=ET,(YABP(~)) for t-sc2p(k+l)-2. 
When n = 1 this becomes E$( YA BP(n))= Ey’( YA BP(n)) for t-s<2p(k+l)-2. 
For Brown-Gitler spectra at BP(2) we get 
Corollary C. If Y is the suspension spectrum of a space then in the spectral sequence 
converging to BP(2): Y, 
z?&(YABP(~))=.;,(YABP(~)) forallt-s<2p(k+l)-2. 
The dual to this situation involves applying the functor [Y, ] to the tower of 
Theorem A to get a spectral sequence converging to [Y, BP(n)k]“-’ with 
E.;‘( Y, BP(n)) = [ Y, KY]“-‘. 
In order to get the collapsing result analogous to Corollary C, [6] introduced the 
notion of spacelike spectra. 
Definition. Let Y be a finite CW spectrum. Y is said to be spacelike of dimension 
n if there is a spectrum T and a map f: T -+ Y so that 
(i) T = I”DZ where 2 is a finite CW complex, and 
(ii) f*: H*Y + H*T is injective. 
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Corollary D. If Y is spacelike of dimension n, then in the spectral sequence converging 
to [Y,BP(2)“]“-‘,foraZls-t>n-2p(k+1)+2 
Although conceptually the construction of the X, tower comes after realizing the 
D’, resolution, performing the construction requires the use of some complicated 
machinery and while constructing the tower one must simultaneously construct 
maps from the spectra needed for the BP(2)k construction to those that were used 
in the construction of the original Brown-Gitler spectra. 
In Section 1 the acyclic resolution of M(2, k) is given and realized. Section 2 
contains the definition and construction of adapted complexes, the complicated 
machinery referred to in the previous paragraph. Section 3 gives the proof of Theorem 
A and Theorem B while Section 4 concludes with a proof of Corollary D. 
Throughout this paper we are working with a fixed prime p and a fixed positive 
integer k. Homology is always with modp coefficients unless otherwise specified. 
In this paper, references to earlier results about Brown-Gitler spectra and their 
construction are almost always to [6]. This is for convenience since that is where 
the results are stated in the form we need. In fact all results about Brown-Gitler 
spectra at BP(-1) = HZ/p are due to [l] when p = 2 and [3] when p is odd. 
Brown-Gitler spectra at BP(O) = HZ; are due to Mahowald [9] when p = 2 and 
Kane [7] for p odd and also to Goerss [4] and Shimamoto [lo]. 
1. Acyclic resolutions 
In this section we collect all the definitions and results from [6] regarding the 
construction and realization of the acyclic resolutions that we need. Their work 
made extensive use of the A algebra which we will not do, since their work is 
sufficient to construct the acyclic resolution we need and the A algebra’s work is 
done once they have been constructed. Throughout this section, if the prime you 
have chosen is p = 2, replace P’ by Sq” and /3 by Sq’. 
For n 2 0, let E, be the Hopf subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra A, generated 
by the Milnor elements QO, Q,, . . . , Q,,, let I?, be the augmentation ideal and J, 
the left A ideal generated by l?,. Notice that H*BP(n)=A/J,,. For nz 1, let 
M,(k) = A/I,+ J,, (where J-, =@). Theorem 2.6 of [6] gives an acyclic resolution 
of M,(k) by A modules 
d; dX 
. . . * D;+, --+D;+..._,D;-0,” 2 M,,(k)+0 
for n = 0 and 1. Their proof works equally well for n = 2. One should notice that 
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L$= H*BP(2), 0: = Vj>-k EqUH*BP(l) and 02 is a sum of H*BP(O)‘s while for 
n Z= 3, D’, is a free module and a direct summand of 0;’ which is also free. In 
general, 0: is a direct sum of copies of H*BP(max(-1, n - m)) and the set indexing 
the copies is a subset of the set indexing copies of Dim’ if r > 0. Thus there are 
quotient maps 0:: 04’ + D, so that 
commutes and for q > 2, 0: is a projection onto a direct summand. We can choose 
spectra K ,” such that H*K,” = 0: and get the following: 
Proposition 1.1. For q 3 0, 0~ n d 2, there exist maps ey : KG --, K;’ and 
d,:Kl+EKi+, so that 
(i) H*( 0,) : 0;’ + 0: is just the t?: mentioned above, 
(ii) H*(d,): Dl+, + D, n is the differential dz in the acyclic resolution, 
(iii) K:: 
*c, 
- zK;+, 
I Of! I e q+1 commutes, 
K;’ d‘l , zK-1 
q-t1 
(iv) ifq 2 n + 1 there is a map sq : K y’ --$ K a so that sqey is the identity. 
Proof. Cases n = 0 and 1 were done in Proposition 2.7 of [6]. For n = 2, parts (i) 
and (iv) follow immediately from the structure of the D,“‘s mentioned earlier in this 
paragraph. Since for q 2 2, K’, is a wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, the only 
thing that needs to be done is the construction of d, and d, . To get do, we want to 
realize dc. Looking at d,‘s effect on just one factor (see [6]), we have 
12(P-‘)j ff*Bp( 1) 
dX 
+ @ _Z2(P-“‘H*BP(1) - H*BP(2) 
i>k 
al + a. ,y(P’). 
This is well defined since the formula 
P’Q, - QiJJj = Qi+,PJ-P’ 
implies that P’Q, and PjQ, are in E2. A so that Q,xP’ and Q,xP’ are zero in 
H*BP(2)= A/A. J.?*. Since, as proved in [S], the Adams spectral sequence for 
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[BP(2), BP(l)] collapses to its Ez term, this element of E$2(p-1)j = 
Hom2’P~“‘(H*BP(1), H”BP(2)) gives a map SJ = BP(2) + X2(p-1)J BP(l) making 
SJ 
BP(2) - ~%P~‘)jBP(I) 
i 
P P 
XP’ I 
HUP - 152’p-1’HZ/p 
commute. The map d, is handled in the same way. Cl 
2. Adapted complexes 
Let B a subalgebra of A and E a ring spectrum with H*E = A//B = A/Al?. Write 
N(k) for A/A{& wk} where wk = {xP’ 1 i > k} and let 1: E --$ H be the generator of 
H*E over A. If Z is a finite CW complex and h’E E,Z with m G 2p( k+ 1) - 1 and 
h : 2”’ DZ + E is the dual of h’, then we say that (Z, h’) is adapted to N(k) if 
h’. I* 
A{ I?, wk} --, A - H” lT”‘DZ 
is exact. The degree of the adapted complex is the degree m of h’ in E,Z. The aim 
of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. For each k 2 0, there is ajinite CW complex Z, and hk E BP(2),Zk with 
m = 2pk+3 so that (Z,, h;) is adapted to M,(k). Also h; can be chosen so that 
d,,h; = 0 where do is as in Proposition 1.1. 
Let R = {xP’ 1 Q2Q, QoP’ # 0, I admissible, i ,S k}. If E : A --$ M2( k) is the projec- 
tion map, then e(R) forms a vector space basis for M,(k). Lemma 3.6 of [6] reduces 
the construction of an adapted complex for M2( k) to proving the next proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. For each P E R there is a CW complex Z, and hp E HR/p2pk+XZP with 
(1) X(P)*& f 0, 
(2) ip = l,h’, for some h&E BP(2),Z, where 1, is the reduction 
‘* 
W%JP - HUP,ZP. 
This will suffice since their lemma tells us that Z = VPtR Z, and h’ =ePER h’p 
will be adapted to M,(k). 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Take any xP’ E R, so Q2Q,Q,,P’ # 0, I = (i,, E,, i,, Ed,. . . , 
I,, F,) is admissible and il > k. Q2Q1 QoPr # 0, implies &I = 0 = e2. Set 
e=2i,- f 2(p-l)i,- 2 .sj, t=zc3ci and s=$(e- t). 
j=2 j=3 
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The 2 associated to xP’ will be a subcomplex of 
c(s, t+3)=/j\P”~ A BZlp, 
5 tt3 
the s-fold smash product of CP” smashed with the (t+3)-fold smash product of 
BZ/p. Then Hzstft3 C(s, t + 3) is the first nonzero group and is generated by a single 
nonzero element c. 
Let pr be the vector space map 
pr: H*C(s, t+3)- (H*C(s, t+3)/&. H*C(s, t+3)). 
Now s and t have been chosen so that QZQ,Q,,P’C # 0. This implies that P’c is 
not in E, . H*C(s, t + 3) so that u = pr( P’c) # 0. Dualizing we get 
(P’)*pr*(u*) #O in H,C(s, t+3). 
Let X, be a finite skeleton of C(s, t + 3) containing the 2p( k + 1) + IQ,] + IQ,1 + IQ21 
skeleton and such that HZ,^*X, is an Fp vector space. Then HZ$X, + H;Z/p,X, 
is a monomorphism. Let j = 2pk - 2pi, and Z, = E’X,. Let c E Hj+2*t’+3Z, be the 
generator. Then we still have pr( P’c) f 0 in H*Z,/l?, . H*Z,. Setting h; = 
pr*(pr(P’c))* E Hzpkt3 Z, we find that (P’)*h; # 0. All that we have left to show is 
that t?, is in the image of the reduction map 1, : BP(2),Z, - H,Z,. This follows 
from putting together some facts from [6] and [5]. In [S], Goerss proves that the 
Adams spectral sequence converging to BP(2),C(s, t) collapses to its E2 term. This 
ensures that in the required range of dimensions the Adams spectral sequence 
converging to BP(2),Z, collapses to its E, term. As pointed out in [6], one easily 
checks that this E2 term satisfies 
Extt*(H*BP(2)0 H*Z,, Z/p) = Homg,(H*Z,, Z/p) 
= (H*Z,/l?, . H*Z,)* 
and the composite. 
BP(2),Z, + E: = (H’Z,/l?, . H*Z,)* + HZIp,X 
is the reduction induced by 1: BP(2) + HZ/p. From this we can conclude that 
h; = pr*(pr P’c)* is in the image of this reduction map; so choose some hi with 
l*h: = h,. 
Having constructed the adapted complex mentioned in Theorem 2.1, all that 
remains to be proved of that theorem is that d,,h: =O. The fact that P’c generated 
a free E2 module in H*Z, means that h; will generate a submodule of BP(2),Z, 
with trivial p, v, and v2 actions. This means that if we split BP(2) A Z, = B v KV, 
where KV is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for some graded vector space V, and 
H*B has no free summands as a module over A; then h; : S * B v KV is given by 
* vf for some f: S -+ KV. Since, for any spectrum X, [KV, X] = Hom,(A,, H,X) 
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(the appropriate Adams spectral sequence collapses), we notice that the composite 
S’o hi is nonzero if and only if the induced map in homology is. Consider 
h; S'vld 
S”- BvKV - E2’p-“iBP(l) A Z, 
I 
P 
I 
p A Id 
XP’nld 
HZ/p AZ, - 12’pP’MHZ/p A Z, 
For dimensional reasons, since Z, is a space, if j > k, ,yP’ 0 p 0 hi = *. Since reduction 
from BP(l) to HZ/p is a monomorphism in homology, we find that S’oh: is zero 
in homology. Hence S’o hi = * when j> k so d,,h; =O. 
3. Construction of BP<2>k 
In this section we prove Theorem A for n = 2. The proof uses the fact that it has 
already been proved for n = -1. To get started we need the following lemma which 
encapsulates the role adaptive complexes play in the construction. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (T, h’) be the adapted complex constructed in Section 2 and 
h : DT -+ Kz = BP(2) = X,, the dual of h’. Given parts (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem A 
for q < t, i.e. cojber sequences 
I 
KC+, = x q+r 2 X, 2 _EKZ,+, 
with e,i, = d4, and given lifings h, : DT + X, for q < t + 1. Then ker iz n ker hz = 0 
for q s t. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on q. There are two base cases. If q = 0 the result 
follows since i0 = Id. If q = 1, take v E ker z ‘T. Then v=pTw for some WEH*X~. 
Now kerp, - * Im e,* implies that either v = 0 in which case we are done or else 
w & Im e,* = Im d,* = ker h,*. The last equality is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. Thus 
0 # h$w = h,pTw = hfv where the second equality is a consequence of the fact that 
h, is a lifting of h,,. Hence ker iT n ker hT = 0. 
Now assume inductively that ker iz n ker hc = 0 for q s s < t. Take z, E ker if+,. 
Then v=pTw for some WE H*X,. Now ifwEkerd:__,=Im dg so choose XE 
H*X:+, such that dTx = i$w. Let w’= w - eTx. Then W’E ker i% so by our induction 
hypothesis hz w’ # 0. But 
hTw’= hz+,pF(w-e,*x)= hf+,v. 
So ker iz+l A ker hf+, = 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem A for n = 2. Let 
* * * + Yq_, 2 Yq_, -+ . .‘- Y,- Y,=HZ/p 
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be the tower whose homotopy inverse limit is B(k), i.e. use n = -1 of Theorem A. 
We have the cofiber sequences 
and maps with the properties of Theorem A. One additional property of this case 
which we heavily depend on is given as Lemma 1.9 in [6], namely: for 2 a finite 
complex, m c 2p( k + 1) - 1 and y : E”DZ + HZ/p = Y,,, any lifting of y to Y, lifts 
to Y,+,. Let (Z, h’) be the complex adapted to M,(k) constructed in Section 2. Set 
T=I Zpkt3DZ and let h : T + BP(2) be dual to h’. 
We proceed by induction on q with the hypothesis: 
H(f): For q $ t+ 1, there are spectra X, and maps ey, i,,, for q s t so that 
properties (a)-(d) of Theorem A hold. Additionally, there are maps 
e::X,- Y, for q St-t1 so that for qst 
I 
K:+, 
c,+, P,! 
- xq+, - x 4 ‘4 IK;+, 
(3.2) 
is a commutative diagram of cofibration sequences. Also, h lifts to X,,,. 
Now X0 is BP(2) and e, is d,: BP(2)+ V,>k 1 ‘(‘-,)‘BP(l). X, is defined to be 
the fiber of e,, and setting i. to be the identity gives e&, = do. 0; : BP(2) --+ HZ/p is 
the usual reduction map and el, can be chosen to be any map satisfying (3.2), which 
completes the proof of H(0). 
H(1) needs to be dealt with in a special manner. Define e, to fill in the following 
diagram of cofibrations, where the top square commutes because d,odo = 0. 
E~‘BP(2)=~--,K:, - * 
So by definition, e, i, = d, . To get e, 0: = eze, we may have to adjust e, a bit. Setting 
A = e,e: - e,e, we find that 
Ai, = e,0{ - t&d, = d,e, - &d, = 0. 
Thus the top square in the following diagram commutes defining g. 
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BP@) _-----_, K;’ 
If p : BP(2) + H is the reduction map, then, since p* : H*H -+ H*BP(2) is surjective 
and KT’ is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, g factors as 
P’Bo 
BP(2) - H = Yo9‘ K;‘. 
Define e; = e, -g’p,: Y, -j K;‘. Notice that in the tower defining B(k) given in 
Theorem A, e, can be replaced by e{ since 
e;i,=(e,-g’p,)i,=e,i,=d,. 
This replacement may require adjustment of the higher ei’s but this can be done as 
in the original proof. So 
e~~~-8,e,=A-g’po~,=A-g’~~p,p,=A-A=0. 
To get the lifting of h, notice that 0ih, lifts, so &e,h, = e,e;h, =O. T was chosen 
so that BP(O)*T + HZ/p*T is a monomorphism, hence e,h, = 0 and h, lifts to 
h2 : T + X,, completing the verification of H(2). 
Now assume H( t - 1) with t 2 2. This proof of the induction step is essentially 
that of [6]. Since t-t 1~ 3, there is a map s,+, : K;:, -+ K:,, such that s,+,e,+, is the 
identity. Set 
e, = s r+,crC: X, + =:+, 
and let X,,, be the fiber of e,. Then by our induction hypothesis, 
e,z, = s e8’i =s ,+, f I, ,+, ei0 - 1 f t -s,+, , , - If, ,+, I de-s 0 d=d,. 
To lift h, to Xt+,, notice that e:h, is a lifting of 0bh. By Lemma 1.7 of [6] this must 
lift even further so we must have e,e:h, =0 so 0= s,+,e,e:h, = s,+,e,+,e,h, = e&r, and 
h, lifts. To get the diagram (3.2) we need to show 
e, 
X, - ILK 2 1+1 
I 
e: 
I 
e 1+, 
Y, - EKJ:, 
commutes and then simply define f3:+, to satisfy (3.2). Since K;:, is an Eilenberg- 
MacLane spectrum, it suffices to show e,+,e, = e,e: in cohomology. Lemma 3.1 
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indicates that it is sufficient to show iTeTtlT+, = iT$:*eT and hTeTeF+, = hTtl:*eT. 
However 
8,+,e,i,-e,0:i,=t?,+,d,-e,i,O,=tl,+,d,--d,e,=O 
and an earlier argument showed erhr = 0 = e,e:h,. Finally, property (d) of Theorem 
A holds here because 
(or+,)*: N+,l*Z - (K,+,)*Z 
is injective. This completes the proof of the inductive step and the theorem. 0 
To finish this section, we need to complete the proof of Theorem B begun in the 
introduction. Recall that BP(2)k is defined to be holim,X,. We have already shown 
that if 2 is a spectrum, w: BP(2)k + BP(2) the map from holim,X, to X0 and 
m<2p(k+l)-1 then {Im w,:BP(2):2 -+ BP(Z),Z}s (7j1-k ker Si, and we need 
to show that if HiZ$Z is an F,, vector space then Im w* = nj,k ker S!+. 
Proof. Smash all of the diagrams used to construct BP(2)k with Z. Take any 
f: S” ---z BP(2) A Z with the property that f~ n,>k ker S!+ G BP(2),Z and m S 
2p( k + 1) - 1. The first condition on f guarantees that f lifts to f, : S” + X, A Z. Let 
7, be the composite 
-1, 0;nld 
S” --+x,/\z- Y, A Z. 
Then by Lemma 1.9 of [6], f, lifts to f*: S” + Y2~Z so that (e,AId=)ofi=O. 
Writing Z to denote the identity map on Z, the commutativity of (3.2) tells us that 
Since HZi*Z is an F, vector space, this means that (e, A Z)ofi = 0 and so fi lifts 
to f2. A similar argument shows that f2 and higher lifts can always be lifted. These 
arguments don’t need HZ,^*Z an F, vector space, since Kf is a wedge of HZ/p’s 
for s 2 3, but do use the fact that K 5 is a wedge summand of K T’ for s 3 3. Thus 
f lifts all the way up the tower to give f’: S” -+ BP(2)k A Z with wof’ =f: 
4. Spacelike spectra and maps to Brown-Gitler spectra 
Proof of Corollary D. Throughout this proof, all pairs (s, t) should be assumed to 
satisfy s - t 2 n - 2p(k + 1) + 2. The first thing to notice is that since Y is a finite 
spectrum, [ Y, BP(2)k] = [s, DY A BP(2)k], and we can replace EF*( Y, BP(2)k) by 
EF*(DY A BP(2)k). Let f:E”DZ-+ Y be the map making Y spacelike. Then 
Of: DY + z-“Z has the property that Of,: H,DY + H,T”Z is a monomorph- 
ism. Of induces a map i: E;‘(DY A BP(2)k) -+ E;‘(E-“Z A BP(2)k) which is manic 
for s > 3 since Of* is manic. Z being a space, Corollary C tells us that all differentials 
in ET*(X”Z A BP(2)k) are zero except possibly for d, and d,. 
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The proof is by induction on r in the assertion that for s - t 2 n - 2( k + 1) + 2, 
E:‘(DY A BP(2)k) = E:‘(DY A BP(2)k)sfor all ra 3 (A) 
and 
i: E:‘(DY A BP(2)k) + E:‘(1-“2 A BP(2)k) is manic for s 2 3. (B) 
The base case is r= 3 where (A) is immediate. As noted above, i: E;‘(DY A 
BP(2)k) -+ E.;‘(X”Z A BP(2)k) is manic for s 2 3. Now consider the first differential. 
In E.:‘(z-“Z A BP(2)), d, is zero on Ep’ for s 2 2 because in that range K z+, is a 
wedge summand of KL:,, and maps to the original Brown-Gitler tower always lift. 
Said more explicitly, x E E.;‘(Xp”Z A BP(2)k) is a map x : S’m’p” --+ X”Z A K$ 
because e:+,i,x = 5Tp” - 2-“Z A I’,+, lifts. However s + 12 3 implies that B,\+, is 
an inclusion of a wedge summand so d,x = 0. Thus 
E.;‘(z);-“Z A BP(2)k) = E;‘(X”Z A BP(2)k). 
Therefore d, is zero on ET’(DY A BP(2)k) for s 2 3 since 0 = d,ix = id,x and i is 
manic. A similar argument shows d2 is zero on E;’ for s 2 1 so 
E$‘(z-“Z A BP(2)k) = E$‘(X”Z A BP(2)k) for s 2 3 and 
E;‘(DYABP(~)~)=E~‘(DYABP(~)~) forss5 and 
i: E;‘(DY A BP(2)k -+ E;‘(E-“Z A BP(2)k) is manic for s 2 3. 
For the induction step, assume both are true for some n 2 3. Since d,x has filtration 
33 for any x E E.:‘( DY A BP(2)k), 0 = d,ix = id,x. Since i is manic in this range, 
d,x = 0. Thus both E.;:, terms are isomorphic to their respective Ef$ terms and i 
remains manic on E$+, for ~23. This completes the induction step. 0 
One final comment is in order. [6] used these spectral sequences to construct 
pairings BP{ l)i A BP( 1)’ --j BP{ l)‘+’ and to prove the uniqueness of BP(l)k. I have 
not been able to prove the analogous results for the BP(2)k case because of the 
extra differential involved. 
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